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sufficient to enable him to recollect his normal feelings.

I

Jtitutifi t

401

I

that its leaves bear well marked characters in their sacred tery works uniformly for several months, and is a constant

I language.

Thus he leads two independent lives.

1\tutri tau.

That these characters are not the work of the

source of electricity.

The body on which the induced elec-

The direct consequence of Dr. Beard's theory is that it! priests who have charge of the tree seems to be well estab- tricity is developed is an ordinary glass cylinder, perfectly

l
A couple of French missionaries who were permitted to examine the tree report their inabIlity to discover
I
fraught with i the least sign of art in these mysterious-and to the Buddhists

tends to reduce all such delusions as clairvoyance, spiritual- lished.

I

I

ism, etc., to one common basis of scientific hypothesis; but
the indirect consequence seems to us to be
much graver interest to society.

The only deduction to be miraculous-markings.

"We

examined,"

they

isolated by threads of raw silk, by which it is suspended in

the crotches of a support (Fig.

4).

The electricity rendered

free by inductIOn is taken on the cylinder by means of a little

write,

proof plane, which merits a special description; for the suc

"everything with the closest attention, in order to detect cess of the experiments is largely dependent upon the excel

drawn is that there is more evidence of the irresponsibility

of humanity, further proof of another state when man may some trace of trickery, but we could discern nothing of the lence of the instruments used and the care with which all
be but an automaton.

irresponsible as a lunatic.

possible

sort; and the perspiration absolutely trickled down our faces

Last week we brought forward com-

The mental attitude of these perspiring missionaries, when

disks is in communication with the soil by means of a me
tallic rod which is held in the hand.

brought face to face with an alleged miracle that bore no

If fear and excitement

become unaware of his own acts.

are powerful exciting causes for trance, and the person in evidence of trickery,

is instructive.

That the markings

the trance or near the trance state receives erroneous impres- could be natural seems not to have occurred to them.

Dr. freely in an opening situated in the middle of the first disk
and in an eyelet carried by an annexed arm.

sects 1"

Testimony as to sudden accidents might be sim-

.. , • ,

movable disk is placed on the cylinder.

..

jng is easier to counterfeit, after slight practice, than the

The free electricity

on the surface of the latter condenses on the disk, and

VOLFICELLI'S NEW THEORY OF ELECTRO-STATIC
INDUCTION.

irresponsibility in the entranced person, how are we to guard
ourselves against deception? for, as Dr. Beard says, "noth-

In order to use

the device, the two disks are brought into contact, and the

crimes committed under circumstances of great fear or ex- to explain the miracle offhand with the single word" incitement?

The other disk is fixed

to a metallic rod terminating in an ivory ball, which slides

sions, wherein is the value of evidences by eye-witnesses of Hooker, from his familiarity with Nature in India, was able

ilarlyviewed with doubt; yet on the other hand, if we admit

0'35 inch in diameter,

separated by a thin layer of insull'lting varnish. One of these

Here again is expert testimony to ing spectacle created."

the effect that, under a host of other conditions, a person may

The plane is com

causes of error are avoided.

posed of two small disks of copper,

under the influence of the sensations which this most amaz-

petent medical evidence to prove that a drunken man is as

may be transported to a distance, as, for example, upon the

exterior armature of an electroscope, situated far enough

An insulated conductor charged with either kind of elec-

away from the dry pile not to be influenced by it.

M. Vol-

natural state placed near it in a picelli also uses a proof plane consisting simply of a pin
with our author in the view that the day for the examina- manner analogous to that of the action of a magnet on soft head. A portion of the end of the pin is cut off, and the
tion of this subject by the average individual has gone by, iron, that is, it decomposes the neutral fluid, attracting the rest Inserted in a knob of sealing wax at the end of a metal
early physical symptoms of trance."

We cannot but agree tricity acts on bodies in

a

and that the only reliable informant is the medical expert. opPQsite and repelling the like kind of' electricity.
The ac- handle. A Biihnenberger electroscope, containing improve
The two
We do not send committees of lawyers and clergymen to ex- tion thus exerted is said to take place by influence or induc- ments devised by ]\II. Volpi celli, is also used.
amine peculiarities in construction of buildings; how much tion. 'The usuar apparatus for demonstrating this hypothe- plates, towards which the gold leaves, D, are attracted when
less logical is it to ask them to comprehend the hidden phe- sis is
nomena of brain construction?

a brass

cylinder placed on an insulated support and pro-

,

than a report of what trustworthy men think they see; and· with pith balls suspended by linen threads.

the exterior armttture, A, is electrified, are supported by two
glass columns containing dry piles analagous to those of the

vided at its extremities, or at various points along its length,

We need something mpre

large inducing cylinder

If this arrange-

(Fig.

5).

This

electroscope has

that something is the testimony of experts who look to ment be placed near an insulated conductor charged with
causes and not to mere visible effects.

either kind of electricity, the natural fluid of the cylinder is

The electricity of opposite character to that of the conduc

banian tree is certainly the most astonishing.

tor goes to the end of the cylinder nearest that conductor,

We have

while electricity of the same kind as the conductor seeks

more than one running plant, which, like the wild straw
a

the further extremity.

central stem by dipping into earth

termed the neutral point.

and in the mangrove of our southern shores we may see a

This hypothesis was, some thirty years ago, attacked by

tree, of considerable height, dropping from elevated limbs a

Melloni, who asserted that the imaginary electric fluid was

number of whip-like rC?ots which penetrate the ground,

not separated into its positive and negativc components, but

often through a foot or more of water; then, reversing their

that both of the latter existed all over the cylinder, although,

circulation, they become true stems, capable of maintaining

themselves when separated from the parent stock.

in point of quantity, there was 'more negative fluid on the end

But,

nearest thc positive conductor and more positive fluid on the

even with these illustrations before us, it is hard to realize

oppoeite extremity.

the appearance and life conditions of a wide-spreading com

ings.

The anomalous physiology of a mangrove or banian root
seen described.

character is so completely reversed?

How is it that

The difference between Melloni's theory

and that first noted will be clear from the annexed engrav

munal forest, the connected outgrowth of a single tree.
have never

,['here is a point on the cylinder

where no divergence of the pith balls occurs, and this is

its distant branches, and thus establishing subsidiary centers;

stem we

Fig. 5.

4.

at each end, when both pith balls there located will diverge.

THE BANIAN TREE.
Of the remarkable phases of vegetable growth, that of the

berry, spreads around

I"ig.

supposed to be decomposed, and free electricity is developed

• 4.I •

If the inducing source,

its

c,

Fig.

1, is positively electri-

Fig. 1.

At first its growth is

downward, by a true root-like increase of cell structure at
its free end.

It remains perfectly cylindrical throughout,

without the slightest variation in diameter, until it branches
in the ground.

Up to this point its circulation is down

ward from the parent stem: but now all is changed.

It

great sensibility.

c

ceases to be a root, and becomes a stem, growing and sup

microscope.

It might be termed a kind of electrical

In order to make the experiments, the insulated cvlinder

plying its branches with sap like a tree trunk of ordinary

fied, all the negative fluid of the cylinder, A B, according is properly placed in view by the electric source. It b�comes
The free electricity on the cylin
The banian adds another strange peculiarity, namely, that to the old hYP othesis, goes to a rn b, and all the positive fluid electrified by induction.
Melloni's idea is ex der is collected by the proof plane; and with the charge
it rarely sprouts from the ground, the crown of a palm being to an b, a b be ing the neutral point.
.
usually its starting place. The bani an seed is dropped by 1 emplitled iu. Fig. 2, where both kinds of electricity exist in plane the electroscope is touched. The following phenom
some bird into the frond, or upper cluster of leaves of the some degree over the entire cylinder. ]ll[elloni had scarcely ena then appear:
growth.

I

palm, and, sprouting there takes root within the palm: this more than reached a definite conclusion on this subject when

commonly when the palm is in its infancy.
upward, an un branching column.

The palm grows

The banian spreads out

1. The free electricity found on the portion of the cylinder

nearest the electric source is of the same character as that of

Fig. 2.

the latter.

ward and begins to send its root stalks downward from its
branches; not diverted twigs,

aerial roots.

but special growths, true

course, to

The experiment may be re

peated five or six times successively.

With this exception, Milton only describes

2. If the cylinder be placed in communication with the

without exaggeration, when he writes of this tree as

U Branching so broad

This is diametrically opposite, of

the assertion of the old theory.

soil, so that the free electricity is allowed to escape, and the

experiment with the proof plane be again tried, no sign of

along that in the ground

electricity is manifest.

The bendingtwigs take root, and d a ughters grow
About the mother tree, a pillared shade

3. If the cylinder be moved away from the electric source,
he died; but his work was taken up by M. Volpicelli, who so that the influence of the latter is diminished, and the
Meantime the palm is pushing upward, embraced by the for some twenty years has pursued the necessary investiga
proof plane be applied, the electroscope to which the latter
descending bani an shoots, which become so interlaced in tions, and has recently announced conclusions confirming
is touched indicates an electricity of opposite character to
course of time that the trunk of the palm is wholly concealed. those of their original enunciator.
that of the inducing body.
At this stage appearance flatly contmdicts reality; the palm
]11[. Volpicelli's apparatus consists of a large glass tube, 70
]\II. Volpicelli sums up the result of his investigations as
seems to be growing from the heart of the banian, as though inches long, terminated by metallic armatures, and containfollows: "Upon an insulated conductor submitted to the in
a date seed had taken root in the banian top.
Possibly the
High over-arched. with echoing walks between. "

curious Hindoo custom of marrying trees of different species

had its origin in, or was suggested by, these natural unions.

fluence of an electrified body, electrici ty of opposite name

Fig. 3
+

The banian (ficus Indica) is one of the great natural family

the u1'hcacem, to which our familiar stinging

longs.

possesses no potentiaL

minishes towards the opposite end.

nettle also be

the

An instance of

insulated conductor, the end nearest the

source not excepted.

the vast extent of country which may be covered by a single

from La Natjtre.

A considerable por

tion of the island and the grove growing upon it has been
washed away by river floods during recent years; but enough

A

:r>ellains to make one of the noblest groves in the world.
The natives boast that it once afforded shelter for

10,000 horses.

Another extensive banian

a

electrified

It increases as it approaches the other

extremity, and is always free."

tree bani an grove is furnished by the island of N erbudda,
which is entirely covered by one tree.

Electricity of the same

name as that of the electrified body is found at all points on

It bears a small red fig or berry, which in times of

famine has afforded food for thousands.

It is found in greatest quantity at

the end of the conductor nearest the electrified body, and di

We extract our engravings

New Projectile.

Mr. W. H. Lewis, a Welsh gentleman, of Hafod, near

troop of

Swansea, has invented a new engine of warfare, which will

forest-all parts

be likely to attract considerable attention.

of one tree-occurs in the district of Beerbhoom, in BengaL

It consists of a

cannon, so arranged: as to discharge a sharp sword-blade

It covers" an immense extent of country," and overshadows

crosswise in the direction of the enemy, the knife or cutter

more than four hundred temples.

being so poised in its career through the air as to cover the

The bride of the banian, in the ceremony above alluded t.o,

whole space in a longitudinal direction described by the
ing a dry pile composed of 24,000 disks closely packed to- blade itself. AIlS-inch ball would carry a sword 14 feet in
one of the latter that inspires such widespread reverence gether and covered with a layer of copper on one face and length 600 yards, literally mowing down every human ob

usually the sacred peepul, or bo-tree (jiC1ls religiosa).

It is

among Thibetian and other Buddhists, from the circumstance of peroxide of manganese on the other (Fig.

3).
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This bat stacle in its path.

